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Right when I wake up, I open my laptop to check for emails and updates that the school or 

parents have sent and follow up on assignments or any documents they need. While checking my 

emails I make myself a steaming cup of coffee, 2 sugars and some milk, while listening to the 

news in the background hoping to hear some positive updates on the COVID-19 situation. While 

there is much communication with parents through text in email, I miss interacting with them in 

my students in person and cannot wait to finally have that again.  

After checking on emails I cooked breakfast for my family, making sure they are fueled up for 

their workday as well. They all asked how I was doing, and we sat and talked about how great it 

was to see the students from a distance when dropping off their packets.  After breakfast I went 

to put in data to TSG. Seeing pictures of the children when putting I data it only makes me miss 

the classroom more and wish we were able to have those fun group activities.  As my some 

noticed I have been sitting down for long, he asks me if I want to go run with him. He is always 

pestering me and my husband about being sedentary all day as he is majoring in exercise science, 

so of course health is always on his mind. We go on a run that I was not prepared for, but he 

modified my running to a “mom” type of intensity as he likes to tease. After the run we go and 

cool off inside.  

After I finally recover from the workout, I send some links to educational websites to parents for 

their kids to use. I then make dinner for my family and embrace this time we have to be together 

even though it is in these circumstances. This online teaching is defiantly a different teaching 

environment, and I cannot wait to be back in the classroom with my kids and colleagues.  

Vilma Lewis  


